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1 | INTRODUCTION 

The global electricity grid is one of the most complex 
infrastructures, with 50 million kilometers of network 
cables installed across the world (IEA, 2017). Since 1882, 
when Thomas Edison operated the first electricity system 
on Pearl Street in lower Manhattan, New York,traditional 
grids have been built with a simple purpose, that is, 
to deliver electricity from large-scale power plants to 
end users, with few requirements for demand-side 
management. 

Today, the advent of information and communications 
technology over the last decades has profound implications 
for how different elements of the power sector interact. The 
greatest transformational potential for the smart grid is its 
ability to blur the distinction between supply and demand, 
and to enable consumer interactions to balance demand 
with supply in real time (Liu and Zhong, 2018). 

Transmission and distribution network costs are a significant 
part of total power system costs, and generally make up 
around 30 percent of final electricity bills. From 2014 to 
2019, an annual average of USD 290 billion, worldwide, 

has been spent on electricity network investments, nearly 
15 percent of which has been dedicated to digital grid 
infrastructure (IEA, 2020). 

Energy system assets are capital intensive and long lasting. 
They are also vital to the societies and economies of each 
country. Today, 600 million people—representing more 
than two-thirds of people without access to electricity in the 
world—live in sub-Saharan Africa. The continent is home 
to 30 countries with electrification levels below 50 percent. 
In 2018, total installed generation capacity on the African 
continent was almost 245 gigawatts (GW), with South 
Africa and North African countries accounting for two-
thirds of the capacity. This represents only about a quarter 
of the capacity in European Union countries. Furthermore, 
average losses of central grids amounted to 16 percent 
in 2018, almost seven percentage points higher than the 
average losses observed in other developing countries 
(IEA, 2019). There is an urgent need for African countries 
to have a better understanding of emerging smart grid 
technologies in order to speed the financing of future-proof 
energy infrastructure. 

KEY MESSAGES

• Smart grids increase connectivity between supply and demand
• Ten countries hold around 95 percent of global smart grid patents filed, as of 2014
• Smart grids pave the way for cost-efficient energy infrastructure in Africa
• Smart grids unlock synergies for sustainable electrification in Africa
• Countries need energy policy reform to translate system benefits to market value 
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This brief provides an overview of the main features and 
innovation trends of smart grid technologies (with patent 
data for 1919–2014), investigates the extent to which smart 
grids will impact our traditional energy delivery model, and 
suggests policy recommendations for Africa to leapfrog to 
highly efficient and future-proof energy infrastructures. 

2 | GLOBAL INNOVATION TRENDS  
 OF SMART GRIDS  

While the definition of what constitutes a smart grid varies 
across countries, such grids typically feature a range of 
common characteristics. They consist of increased use 
of digital information and control technologies, smart 
transmission, incorporation of demand-side management 
and energy efficiency, advanced metering infrastructure and 
distribution automation, as well as the integration of peak-
shaving technologies, such as storage and electric vehicles. 
In sum, smart grid technologies present a unique opportunity 
for latecomers to leapfrog to a more efficient energy system. 

In a recent study (Liu et al., 2020), researchers construct a 
complete patent dataset for smart grid technologies related 
to climate change mitigation, based on the Worldwide 
Patent Statistical Database (PATSTAT) developed by the 
European Patent Office.1 A total of 10,239 patents are 
identified from 1919 to 2014, with roughly 92 percent of 
total patents granted over the last two decades. Since 
2005, the world has experienced an exponential growth 
in this field. Patent applications reached a peak in 2014, 
with 1,509 technologies registered in that one year alone 
(Figure 1). 

With respect to the technological characteristics of the 
patents, the innovation activities have been concentrated in 
two major areas: demand-side management (9,998 patents) 
and transmission and distribution (2,234 patents), which 
together account for around 80 percent of all the patented 
technologies. Electric vehicles and distributed generation 
technologies have almost equal shares: 10 percent and 8 
percent, respectively. Patent output is relatively limited in 
the storage area (2 percent), however. Details on the patent 
shares of each technology area are shown in Figure 2. 

1 The current version of PATSTAT contains more than 90 million patent documents from all the leading economies in the world since the beginning 
of patent systems. The smart grid technologies related to climate change mitigation are selected from the OECD ENV-TECH list, which describes 
patent search strategies for the identification of selected environment-related technologies. The Cooperative Patent Classification (CPC) classes 
are chosen from the section “Climate Change Mitigation Technologies related to Energy Generation, Transmission and Distribution” under the 
main CPC class Y02E. These CPC classes are selected if smart grid is involved in their descriptions.

FIGURE 1  NUMBER OF PATENTS OVER THE PERIOD 1990–2014

 SOURCE Liu et al., 2020.
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While 64 countries have been involved in the smart grid 
patent applications, there is significant concentration at 
the top—10 countries alone hold around 95 percent of all 
patented technologies. China (31 percent of total patents), 
Japan (17 percent), and the United States (16 percent) are the 
top three patent authorities where smart grid technologies 
are filed. The average of filing years for all global patents 
in our dataset is around 2006 and the majority of patents 
filed are less than 15 years old. China and South Korea 
can be characterized as latecomers because most of their 
patents are reported after 2012 and 2010, respectively. This 
observation reflects leapfrog opportunities brought by smart 
grid technologies to these fast-growing economies. 

3 | CHANGING LANDSCAPE   
 OF GLOBAL ENERGY    
 INFRASTRUCTURE

Several developments in the energy market have been chan-
ging the landscape of energy infrastructure. While these de-
velopments are, so far, concentrated in other regions of the 
world, they are bound to have implications for the energy 
market in Africa in the near future, including increased up-

take of renewables, the advent of electric vehicles, and ad-
vanced metering infrastructure.

(i) Increased uptake of renewables: An exponential up-
take in renewable energy, particularly solar installations in 
the past few years, is expected to continue in the future gi-
ven falling costs of technologies. Renewable energy instal-
lations are expected to account for two-thirds of additional 
electricity generation capacity being built globally by 2040. 
These trends were enabled, at first, by policies but are now 
driven more by economics. Indeed, solar and onshore wind 
energy are already the cheapest sources of new-build ge-
neration in major global jurisdictions. Technology costs have 
fallen faster than expected over the last decade, largely 
thanks to technology innovation and economies of scale. 
Today, solar generation costs can achieve less than USD 
30 per megawatt-hour (MWh), a 90 percent decrease from 
USD 300/MWh a decade ago.2 

The increasing penetration of renewables reduces the avai-
lability of conventional generation and/or peak generation, 
which provides inertia and ramping flexibility of the power 
system, while increasing the intermittency of supply sources. 
For example, peak demand usually occurs after sunset, 

FIGURE 2  SHARES BY SMART GRID TECHNOLOGY AREA, 1919–2014

 SOURCE Liu et al., 2020.
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when solar power is no longer available. Thermal genera-
tors, usually used as base loads, must rapidly ramp up in the 
late afternoon and, conversely, ramp down in the morning, 
to deal with the output changes caused by the intermittency 
of solar energy, and balance the whole electricity system.  
From the perspective of the electricity market, a review of 
the ancillary series is needed, notably, fast-responding fre-
quency control and, potentially, the dispatch granularity ap-
propriate for reliable and secure power system operations 
in the future. In such a context, smart grids will be key to 
turning variable renewables into baseload generation, which 
will enable reduction of our reliance on fossil fuels and thus 
bring about significant environmental benefits. 

(ii) Electric vehicles: The growth of electric vehicles (EVs) 
and falling energy storage prices will increase the diversity 
and share of distributed generation sources, close to the 
load centers. Lithium-ion battery packs, which were above 
USD 1,100 per kilowatt-hour (kWh) in 2010, have fallen 87 
percent in real terms to USD 156/kWh in 2019. Looking 
ahead to 2030, the average price of battery storage is ex-
pected to be USD 60/kWh. Driven by falling costs in solar 
energy, battery storage, and energy efficient end-use ap-
pliances, micro-grids now provide an increasingly affordable 
option for rural electrification. Distributed energy generation 
can choose three flexible operational modes, namely, off-
grid system, grid-connected system, or off-grid with utility 
backup system. While connected to the central grid, distri-
buted energy sources can sell the electricity to the market 

when electricity output is more than what the customers are 
capable of consuming, and benefit from access to backup 
power from the utility grid in cases of electricity undersupply 
(Liu et al., 2020). 

The global stock of electric passenger cars has surpassed 5 
million, with China, Europe, and the United States accoun-
ting for the 45 percent, 24 percent, and 22 percent, res-
pectively, of annual sales in 2018. It is expected that 100 
million EVs could be deployed by 2030, representing up to 
10 percent of total vehicle stock. Today, a direct-current, 
fast-charging service for EVs can fully charge up in 30 mi-
nutes at a price of USD 0.30 per kWh. Potential vehicle-to-
grid technologies could turn EVs into mobile batteries by 
offering to provide system services and discharging into the 
grid via bi-directional charging infrastructure. Around 500 
different EV models are already available globally. Recent 
analysis has shown that an increase in EVs could result in 
an increased power system asset utilization rate by several 
percentage points (World Economic Forum, 2017). 

EVs and energy storage systems can be valuable re-
sources by providing faster regulation and reserve res-
ponse and shifting energy demand. Digital technologies 
will enable third-party aggregation of small-scale re-
newables and demand response. The value of distributed 
energy resources will therefore keep growing in the future 
electricity market.

FIGURE 3  WORLD’S LARGEST PILOT PROJECT OF A VIRTUAL POWER PLANT (IN SOUTHERN AUSTRALIA)

 SOURCE AGL Energy Limited.
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(iii) Advanced metering: Another important aspect is the 
advent of advanced metering technologies, with the po-
tential to enable more dynamic and responsive demand. 
The average cost of a smart meter has dropped by about 
one-quarter since 2008, with nearly 800 million smart 
meters being deployed globally as of 2017. Today, rol-
lout of smart meters enables the market to refine electri-
city prices at specific times and locations. This will open 
up unprecedented opportunities to engage end users in 
demand-side management. Digital technologies are per-
meating many aspects of our lives. It is estimated that by 
2040, 1 billion households and 11 billion smart appliances 
could actively participate in interconnected electricity sys-
tems across the world (IEA, 2017). Combined with the 
increased use of digital sensors and control equipment, 
these smart appliances can be connected to a network 
and controlled remotely.

Figure 3 provides a real illustration of what our future en-
ergy system will look like. This is the world’s largest virtual 
power plant, launched in 2016, by an Australian utility, AGL 
Energy Limited (AGL). It involved 1,000 connected batte-
ries installed in homes and businesses in South Australia, 
providing 5 MW of peak capacity and offering customers 
the opportunity to save on their energy bills.3 At the ag-
gregate level many distributed generation systems, such 
as household solar photovoltaic (PV), electric vehicle, and 
battery storage, can become a virtual power plant— able 
to dispatch power to the grid to participate in providing 
peak shaving, frequency control, backup capacity, and 
power quality improvement.

4 | HOW ARE SMART GRIDS   
 ALTERING ECONOMIC   
 FUNDAMENTALS OF THE   
 ELECTRICITY MARKET?

To what extent, if at all, will smart grids benefit energy in-
frastructure in Africa? To better answer this question, we must 
have a better understanding of how smart grids are altering 
the economic fundamentals of today’s electricity market. 

First, electricity demand is considered inelastic in the short 
term. However, a smart energy management system can 
provide web dashboards or portals accessible from any in-
ternet-enabled device, implement smart meters, and allow 
communication with multiple household appliances. This 
increasing connectivity generates a great amount of data, 
providing a strong tool for more flexible and price-responsive 
management of electricity demand.

Second, there are typically few producers and sellers in the 
electricity market. Today, new market players, such as inde-
pendent power generators, electricity retailers, energy ser-
vices aggregators, and digital solution providers are ente-

ring the market. Consumers become “prosumers,” because 
they have the choice of buying electricity from a retailer or 
producing and selling some electricity themselves.

Third, electricity is not economically storable, in practice, 
which means that demand and supply must be equal at all 
times, and all producers and all consumers must be linked 
by a network. However, today, both technological progress 
and economies of scale continue to drive down the costs 
of battery storage and distributed energy generation mar-
kedly, which means energy can be aggregated for transac-
tions through the electricity market as a result of smart grid 
technologies. 

Last but not least, electricity is traditionally viewed as a ho-
mogenous good. Today, disruptive technologies, such as 
block chain and machine learning, enable customers to 
track and identify clean energy sources, and thus conduct 
peer-to-peer trading of renewable electricity, which would 
have large implications for redefining the interaction of 
consumers with energy suppliers and electricity retailers. 
Such technologies could significantly alter how people view 
and manage their energy services.

5 | THREE WAYS TO    
 FUTURE-PROOF ENERGY   
 INFRASTRUCTURE IN AFRICA 

The implications of smart grids on energy infrastructure 
investments are numerous. In general, the benefits from 
a smart energy system are typically twofold. Consumers 
can reduce their electricity bills by adjusting the timing and 
amount of electricity use. The whole market can benefit from 
reduced peak load and economically optimized power dis-
patch. Nevertheless, deployment of smart grids has diffe-
rent dimensions, depending on the maturity of the electricity 
market. The following discussion will focus on implications 
of smart grids on energy infrastructure in the African context.

5.1 Saving Investment Costs of Energy  
 Infrastructure with Smart Grids

There are acute needs for greenfield energy infrastruc-
ture investments in Africa. The IEA estimates that the an-
nual power sector investment in sub-Saharan Africa will 
need to more than double, to around USD 46 billion per 
year between now and 2040, to achieve the stated policies 
outcomes (IEA, 2019). The electricity is typically sized for 
peak demand, which may only occur during limited periods 
each year. Capacity is thus underutilized during off-peak 
periods, which is most of the time. Ultimately, the costs of 
over-investments must be passed along to end-consumers. 
Smart grids will increase the ability of the electricity system 
to consider demand-side resources along with supply-side 
resources so that energy investments are right-sized. This 

3 Retrieved from https://www.agl.com.au/solar-renewables/solar-energy/bring-your-own-battery.
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will, in turn, reduce the growth rate of peak demand, while 
enabling more options for integration of new loads. 

A simple example is that instead of installing a new substa-
tion, a smart grid could integrate an energy storage system 
to ease the constraint, as the battery can be charged during 
off-peak periods and discharged during the peak periods. 
In South Africa, the utility company Eskom has recently 
launched a tender for 1.4 gigawatt-hours of battery storage, 
which will be installed at its existing substation, located wit-
hin the Sere windfarm in Matzikama, by end 2021. This is 
likely to be the first-of-a-kind, grid-connected, utility-scale 
battery storage in Africa.4 The project is expected to address 
voltage and capacity constraints, increase grid integration 
of wind power, and defer investments for new distribution 
substations. 

Furthermore, investing in smart grids is often an alternative 
to investing in new conventional generation fleets to balance 
a system with high shares of renewable power in the fo-
reseeable future. Africa has the richest solar resources on 
the planet but has installed only 5 GW of solar PV, accoun-
ting for less than 1 percent of global capacity. The Desert to 
Power Initiative, launched by the African Development Bank, 
is set to develop 10 GW of solar energy by 2025 and sup-
ply 250 million people with green electricity in the world’s 
poorest countries. 

However, the challenges to encourage solar PV investments 
are mainly threefold. The first hurdle is that the solar energy 
output can be highly variable. To address the intermittency 
of solar-generated electricity, African countries will need to 
invest massively in strengthening power system flexibility to 
respond rapidly to changes in supply and demand positions. 
The second challenge is that low marginal cost of solar elec-
tricity will further lower electricity market prices. This is likely 
to be disruptive to the conventional generators, given that 
electricity prices are not fully cost-reflective in most African 
countries, where the power sector has been suffering from 
excessive losses. The third challenge is that transmission 
and distribution grids must be made smart—to provide the 
backbone of the electricity dispatch within and across Afri-
can countries—because the large amount of solar energy 
will surpass the demand of any single country. Power tra-
ding, either bilaterally or through the competitive wholesale 
market, will be highly valuable to reduce the overall genera-
tion costs across Africa.

Singapore, located in a tropical sun belt, may provide an 
example for Africa facing a similar situation. With a dispatch 
and greenfield investment model, a study suggests that by 
integrating solar PV, storage and demand-side manage-
ment, the required capacity of combined cycle gas turbine 
power plants (CCGT) will be reduced by more than 8 percent 
to meet the increasing electricity demand, thus saving 1 

percent of system cost in 2035, equivalent to around USD 
70 million, on a yearly basis, in the long-term energy tech-
nology portfolio (Liu and Variam, 2019). It is noted that the 
system cost consists of annualized investment costs and 
fixed costs as well as variable costs of conventional gene-
rators. Interestingly, despite cost reductions of storage and 
demand-side management technologies, the flexibility of the 
CCGT generation fleet remains key to the grid integration of 
renewables, considering its major share in the energy mix. 
Similarly, in Africa, renewables combined with natural gas 
are set to meet the increasing energy demand because the 
continent will move away from reliance on traditional bio-
mass sources. 

5.2  Sharing Power under the Grid

At least 110 million people without electricity access live close 
to or directly under a grid.5 This situation reflects the high 
price of grid connection on one hand and unreliable electri-
city supply on the other hand. For instance, the price of a 
connection in Kenya is estimated at around USD 400 per 
household, nearly one-third the annual average per capita in-
come and over three times the mean of the willingness to pay 
of surveyed Kenyans. In many African countries, aging and 
overloaded transformers of central grids cannot keep up with 
peak demand. Consequently, load shedding and power ou-
tages are major impediments to reliability of electricity supply. 
Power outages in Africa average 200 to 700 hours each year. 
For example, a Nigerian firm typically experienced more than 
32 electrical outages in 2018 (IEA, 2019). 

The frequent power outages in sub-Saharan Africa have re-
sulted in a proliferation of stand-alone solar capacity and in-
creased use of backup generators to supplement the power 
needs of industries and households. The IEA estimates that 
40 terawatt hours (TWh) of power were generated from 40 
GW of backup generating capacity in sub-Saharan Africa 
in 2018, which is equivalent to 8 percent of electricity ge-
neration. In particularly, Nigeria accounted for almost half, 
generating 18 TWh of power from about 9 GW of backup 
generation (IEA, 2019).

Meanwhile, Africa is the second largest and the fastest 
growing mobile market in the world. The disconnect, is lea-
ding to a rethink of the energy sector. For instance, in Ni-
geria, Upnepa.ng6 set up an Internet of Things (IoT) mobile 
platform to provide real time information on the total hours of 
electricity supply in local communities. The system detects 
the current state of power supply (On/Off), records the last 
time power was restored or disrupted and predicts when 
next it might be restored or disrupted. Based on this infor-
mation, households who own backup power generators can 
host those who need power at an affordable rate. The bu-
siness concept is like a kind of Airbnb, but for energy. 

4 Retrieved from https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/south-africas-eskom-preparing-first-large-scale-battery-tender.
5 https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/living-under-the-grid-110-million-of-africas-unconnected-customers-represen. 
6 Upnepa.ng is an IOT-powered platform which gives real-time information and history of electricity supply in selected communities and homes 

across Nigeria. For more information, visit: https://upnepa.ng/
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By connecting peers with one another, this collaborative 
economy business model can value the under-utilized and 
already existing assets. With this model, small energy de-
velopers gain a major benefit in terms of the cost structure. 
They can scale up their business extremely fast if potential 
customers are willing to join the collaborative network.

5.3 Unlocking Synergies for Smart   
 Microgrids 

A typical microgrid is usually a hybrid system of solar photo-
voltaic, battery storage, and diesel backup generator. This has 
become economically attractive in high-cost or remote mar-
kets, including energy intensive end-users such as industries 
and commercial buildings. The microgrids can be equipped 
with a smart control system, allowing for optimization of multi-
ple energy services for electricity, cooling, heating, and steam 
in real time. Microgrids can also significantly reduce energy loss 
owing to shorter transportation distances, which typically re-
present about 7 percent of power generation in a centralized 
energy transmission and distribution system. More importantly, 
smart microgrids have good potential to expand to other criti-
cal social services such as solar water pumps, cold storage, 
and support to community healthcare and schools. 

In an islanded hybrid site in Tanzania, an intelligent microgrid 
solution provider has succeeded in reducing monthly fuel 
costs by 8 percent.7 The project sponsor used an algorithm 
software to optimize generator cycling schedules in order to 
maximize solar energy usage, reduce diesel generator run-
time, and thus fuel consumption. This smart control system 
can continuously monitor the daily photovoltaic yield and load 
profile, then adapt the operations of the microgrid. As a result, 
daily genset consumption can save around 4 liters of fuel. 

Meanwhile, it is worth noting that digital technologies help 
to underpin pay-as-you-go business models for microgrids 
and solar home systems by improving billing and lowering 
financing costs. Currently, the global off-grid solar sector 
serves 420 million users, and accounts for a USD 1.75 bil-
lion annual market. In Africa, Kenya, Tanzania, and Ethiopia, 
together, account for about half of the 5 million people with 
access to new solar home systems in 2018 (ESMAP, 2020).

6 | CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY  
  RECOMMENDATIONS 

Almost 600 million people will be added to Africa’s urban 
population by 2040. The continent is set to experience rapid 
growth in urban population over the next twenty years, far 
more than the urbanization of 350 million people that China 
saw over the period 1990–2010, when the country’s total 
final energy consumption increased by a factor of 2.4. It is 
natural to question how African countries can manage these 
exceptional challenges in the next two decades to fuel eco-

nomic growth and improve living standards with reliable, af-
fordable, and sustainable energy. 

Sound energy system planning requires identifying opportuni-
ties and risks associated with technological trends and different 
policy options. Smart grid technologies are transforming the 
way electricity is supplied and consumed by blurring the dis-
tinction between supply and demand. African countries must 
rethink energy system planning and market design to optimize 
the long-term infrastructure investments through enhanced 
integration of renewables and energy efficiency. The following 
policy recommendations arise from such an analysis.

6.1  Mitigate Split Incentives 

Studies from advanced markets show that asset-based so-
lutions are not capable of driving cost-efficient system plan-
ning in the face of energy system transition. The revenue 
business model that currently applies to distribution and 
transmission network operators provides insufficient incen-
tives for planners to proactively pursue asset-light solutions 
because capital expenditure is favored to raise the regu-
latory asset value. Capital and operational spending must 
therefore be treated equally in the future, and deliver lower 
operational cost solutions, such as demand-side measures 
and investments in network reinforcement. 

While deployment of smart grids will bring about significant 
efficiency effects at the system level, unbundling the elec-
tricity industry may make it difficult to capture system-wide 
costs and benefits because of split incentives. Leading 
countries applying solar and storage technologies, such as 
Australia, Germany, and the United States, have seen cus-
tomers choose partial grid defection by producing and using 
their own power, which will pose a significant challenge for 
utilities faced with flat or declining energy demand. Recove-
ring huge costs of smart grid assets can put upward pres-
sure on electricity distribution prices, further encouraging 
grid defection of end users. 

Vertically integrated regulated utilities in many African coun-
tries have the advantage of internalizing improved system 
efficiency and passing on the benefits of lower electricity 
rates to end users. However, there are trade-offs associated 
with government intervention in the utility sector, such as 
local public debt caused by investments, lack of innovation, 
and monopoly behavior. 

6.2  Enable Value-Reflective Pricing 

Numerous values of smart grids are embedded in the energy 
system, and pricing these values is challenging, if not impos-
sible, without a sound market mechanism. In the foreseeable 
future, the key implication of smart grids on the African energy 
market will be to enable the system to smooth out the varia-
bility of renewables with integrated distributed energy gene-

7 Retrieved from https://www.victronenergy.com/blog/2019/04/11/epowerbooster-saving-fuel-in-hybrid-energy-systems/
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ration and storage solutions, leading to a higher aggregated 
load factor of renewables. In turn, this will improve further 
cost-efficiency of overall electricity generation due to well-
known merit order effects because the least-cost electricity 
dispatch starts with the cheapest generation sources, such 
as renewables with nearly zero marginal cost, then followed 
by other units in order of increasing marginal cost. 

To encourage investments in smart grids, the costs of trans-
mission and distribution networks should be more accurately 
reflected in final energy delivery costs. Proper assessment of 
the costs and benefits associated with smart grids should 
consider multiple value additions. These include capacity 
value resulting from the reduction of peak demand, balan-
cing value related to the provision of balancing and shared 
reserves, value of production and operational cost savings 
by shifting electricity demand from peak time to off-peak 
time, value of avoiding renewables curtailment, value of hi-
gher reliability and supply security, value of enhanced com-
petition from supply and demand sides, and other positive 
impacts on environment and socioeconomic developments. 

To encourage demand-side management, energy bills of 
flexible consumers may be significantly lower than for in-
flexible consumers, if they were fully cost-reflective. This 
means that end users’ costs will be driven by the way their 
electricity is consumed, more than by the amount of electri-
city consumed (IEA, 2016). 

6.3 Embrace Distributed Energy   
 Generation 

Some forward-looking African countries, such as Tanzania, 
Nigeria, Kenya, and Rwanda, where private microgrid de-
velopers are most active, have already started developing 
regulatory frameworks for distributed energy generation. 
When the central grid expands, it may compete with micro-

grids for the same customers. As an option, decentralized 
generation systems, currently employed as a cost-effective 
approach to electrification in rural or peri-urban areas, may 
be connected to modern grid infrastructure in the future. For 
example, in Germany, over 800 microgrids exist today and 
function as energy cooperatives managed by local com-
munities. Similarly, in Africa, long-term energy system plan-
ning will be required to enable transition from a stand-alone 
household approach to community grids, which will then 
connect to national grids. If well coordinated, this trajectory 
of smart grids can prevent power system operators from 
over-procuring and over-paying for fossil fuel-based gene-
ration plants, which may end up as stranded energy assets 
due to low-capacity utilization factor in a changing competi-
tive environment. It is important to adapt planning standards 
of current microgrids to future needs in these fast-growing 
energy markets in Africa. This will also greatly mitigate the 
perceived risks of investing in distributed energy generation 
if the issue of grid interconnection is given more attention. 

To embrace opportunities of smart grids, new business mo-
dels of future utilities will need to shift toward supplying en-
ergy services beyond energy as a commodity. The ability to 
aggregate large numbers of distributed energy generation 
and flexibile energy assets can become a key competitive 
advantage. Considering the needs for massive electricity in-
frastructure in Africa, central utilities will still play a prominent 
role because, in the long run, they affect the investments 
of distributed generation assets through technical require-
ments for connection, capacity restrictions, rate design, and 
services that the utility is able and willing to buy. 

Due to the highly regulated nature of the electricity industry, 
most African countries are still in the early stages of formula-
ting the planning and policy frameworks for smart grids. It is 
therefore crucial that policy makers in Africa build a shared 
vision of smart grid transformation to enable their countries 
to future-proof energy infrastructure.
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